
U.S. Muslim Brotherhood History at a Glance 1 (chronological)

A companion Chart to the US MB at a Glance Chart, U.S. MB Bios at a Glance, and Key Faces of U.S. MB.

ucc = un-indicted co-conspirator in HLF, where 300 names were designated, including Abdallah Azzam, OBL’s mentor, or in other trials like the blind Sheik.
cc = criminal conviction on Terror™ related charges.
* = Present at the HAMAS fund raiser 1993 FBI wiretapped meeting in Philadelphia.
** = Claimed by MB as one of 29 of their orgs in An Explanatory Memorandum: On the General Strategic Goals for the Group in North America, approved in 1987.

X = Officer
F = Founder
P = President
D = Director

VP = Vice President
FBD = Founding Board of Directors
CH = Committee Head
C = Chairman

Born Org Founders Past & Present Officers, Board 
Members

Where Notes

1928 MB Hassan al-Banna Egypt Created in opposition to Ataturk’s abolition of the Ottoman Empire (Caliphate) in 1924 with secular Turkey. Allied with the Grand 
Mufti of Jerusalem for decades, and Hitler and Mussolini thru WWII. 

1949 MB Hassan al-Banna Egypt

Prime Minister Nuqrashi   disbanded   the group   in December 1948 -- seizing its assets and incarcerating many of its 
members. Around 3 weeks later, Nuqrashi was assassinated by an MB member. Egypt's government retaliated by banishing the 
MB from the country. Around 2 months later in February 1949, al-Banna was shot and killed in a  crowded Cairo market - most 
likely by an Egyptian government agent. A harsh, official crackdown was initiated against the Brotherhood; thousands of its 
members were imprisoned and many others confined to detention camps.

1954 MB Egypt

In 1954, after the MB’s assassination attempt on Egyptian President Gamal Nasser in 1954, he cracked down much harsher than in 
49. The MB had recently received permission to resume its operations in Egypt, but was outlawed again. Nasser dissolved the 
organization, burned down its headquarters, arrested approximately 15,000 of its members, and executed some others—most 
famously Sayyid Qutb eventually in 1966. Many of the remaining members fled the country, notably to Munich, Saudi Arabia, 
Switzerland, U.S., and other places the MB was not outlawed. Scholar Raymond Ibrahim speculates Nasser took such extreme 
measures against the Brotherhood because he understood their longterm goal. With Nasser's action, MB receded as a political 
force in Egypt, where it has been banned (until 2011 with Obama support). Notwithstanding the ban, the Egyptian government 
permitted the Brotherhood to operate within limits since 1970 when Anwar Sadat, a sympathizer of the group, became Egypt's 
president in 1970.  Said Ramadan, son in law and personal secretary of MB founder al-Banna, was among the MB leaders who got 
out of Egypt, eventually ending up in Geneva in 1958, starting and running the Islamic Center there. (Morgan 2) Ramadan had 
relations with prominent world leaders like the Nazi Grand Mufti of Jerusalem Husseini, Saudis, and President Eisenhower.

1958

ICM

Islamic Center 
of Munich

Group of former 
Nazi Muslim soldiers 

Said Ramadan
Ghaleb Himmat 
Ahmed Huber Munich

Ghaleb Himmat - Syrian MB figure, went to Munich in the 1950’s, amassed wealth as a merchant, and led the movement to invite 
the well known Ramadan to the Munich mosque.  Then Ramadan guided Arab students in Munich to take over the Center in 
early 60’s, along with his MB views. Ramadan and Himmat worked closely together for years. They went on fund-raising trips 
abroad, and Himmat stood in for Ramadan when he was back in Geneva at the Islamic Center he founded there. Here is a 
slideshow of people involved in the early days of Munich mosque. Ahmed Huber converted to Islam in 62 at Geneva Islamic 
Center.  He is listed under nearby ICM, both were run by Ramadan.

1958
ACB - Arab 
Commercial 

Bank
Francois Genoud Geneva

Francois Genoud (1915 - 1996) - Swiss banker, he set up The ACB in Geneva in 1958 to channel funds to the MB backed Algerian 
rebels, who had been fighting the French since 54. He was a prominent Swiss Nazi supporter who met Hitler in 1932 and later 
said of the dictator: "I personally have the highest regard and admiration for Hitler.”

1962
MWL

Muslim World 
League

Said Ramadan,
Sheik Taha Alwani
Dr. Muzammil 
Siddiqui 

Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui - C 
76-80

Mecca, Saudi 
Arabia

Founded by “Saudi Wahhabi establishment”. Funded charities and other Islamic projects like MB activists in the U.S., in part to 
change perception of Wahhabism in America from “extremist” to “mainstream.”  A primary focus has been on education and 
indoctrination, especially of youth, as critical first step. A former U.S. Treasury official estimated the Saudi government has spent 
some $75 billion supporting Islam and Islamic institutions worldwide.

1962 The Cultural 
Society No definitive information about 

who or where
U.S. 

Former U.S. MB leader Dr. Ahmed Elkadi who said: “A U.S. chapter of the Brotherhood ... was formed in the early 1960s after 
hundreds of young Muslims came to the U.S. to study, particularly at large Midwestern universities such as Illinois, Indiana, and 
Michigan. Some belonged to the Brotherhood in their homelands and wanted to spread its ideology here. But to protect 
themselves and their relatives back home from possible persecution, they publicly called themselves “The Cultural Society” and 
not “The Brotherhood.”“  The Cultural Society’s recruitment process involved careful surveillance of Islamic facilities and orgs: 
Not anyone could join... (Merley) 

1962
-63

MSA

**
Muslim 
Student 

Association

Dr. Jamal Barzinji

Dr. Ahmed Totanji

Dr. Hisham Altalib

Dr. Mahboob Khan

Malika Khan

others

Dr. Sayyid Syeed - P 81, 82
Dr. Jamal Badawi - joined 63
Dr. Aboul-Hakin
Dr. Totanji - C, P 1965 
Dr. Barzinji - P 1972 
Dr. Mahmoud Rashdan P 74
Dr. Ismail Faruqi 
Dr. Yaqub Mirza - P 1977
Hamed al-Ghazali
Abdurahman Alamoudi - P
Dr. Esam Omeish - P
Ahmad Sakr - P 1966, 71
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui
Dr. Iqbal Unus - P 70, 75

U of Ill. in 
Urbana-

Champaign 
now  

Plainfield IN. 

In early years distributed english translations of al-Banna, Said Ramadan, and other Islamist ideologues. Arab Muslim members 
of the MSA who adopted these ideologies would then be recruited into the Brotherhood.  A U.S. Brotherhood document confirms 
that MSA was founded by the Brotherhood: “In 1962, the Muslim Students Union was founded by a group of the first Ikhwans in 
North America and the meetings of the Ikhwan became conferences and Student Union camps.” 

An MSA founder said “The MSA of the U.S. and Canada was officially formed at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign 
on January 1, 1962. We first met in Urbana on December 25th, 1961, the second convention was in Urbana, and fifty people 
attended. And the third was in Carbondale, Illinois where we had two hundred people attend.... People at the time did not know 
much about Islam. We were invited by non-Muslims to give lectures about Islam.” Claims today 250 chapters on university 
campuses throughout the U.S. and Canada. Now shares HQ in  Plainfield, Indiana with ISNA and NAIT.

Dr. Mahboob Khan & Malika Khan are Suhail Khan’s parents. See him in MB Bios page.

1963

ICSG
Islamic 

Community of 
S. Germany

Grew out of ICM

Said Ramadan
Ghaleb Himmat  
Youssef Nada - Governing 
Council in 1971.

Munich

Himmat and Nada become “inseparable” beginning in 1969, living near each other in Campione d’Italia, Italian enclave in 
Switzerland near Lake Lugano. Himmat asked Nada to join ICSG. When the new Islamic Center of Munich was completed in 
1973, it became most important Brotherhood mosque in Europe. Himmat was head of it from 1973-2002, but  Ramadan’s influence 
was phased out by the mid 60’s as Saudi influence grew. 

1966 MB Egypt Sayyid Qutb executed.

1968
ICNA

Islamic Circle 
of N. America

“Muslims, primarily 
of South Asian 

decent”

Representing in N. America: 
Jaamat-e-Islami 

(largest Islamic political party in 
Pakistan, found by Maududi)

Zulfiqar Ali Shah - President

U.S.

Steve Emerson writes, “The ICNA is preaching a global Caliphate and Islamic Shari'a law over America to its members, according 
to the 2010 ICNA Member's Hand Book... As the hand book spells out, the organization's ultimate goal is "the Establishment of 
Islam" as the sole basis of global society and governance. It also encourages members to deceive people in its proselytizing 
campaign to help fulfill this goal.” A U.S. organization representing Jaamat-e-Islami (founded by Maududi, today the largest 
political party in Pakistan). ICNA is now partnered with MAS, another Muslim Brotherhood front group. 

1969

IIFSO 
International 
Islamic Fed. 

Student Orgs

Dr. Barzinji, 
Dr. Totanji, 
Dr. Hisham Altalib 

Dr. Totanji - 1st Secretary Gen.
Dr. Sayyid Syeed 
Dr. Hisham Altalib

1st meeting 
in Mecca

Translated MB theorists as Qutb and al-Banna into Western languages. The MSA in U.S. became part of this umbrella group.  
IIFSO’s website says “It was out of the IIFSO’s experience of success that the WAMY was born.”

1969
OIC - Org. of 

Islamic 
Cooperation

Shaykh Taha al-Alwani
Muhammad Taqi Usmani        
Ali Gom’a Islamic Fiqh Council

Morocco, 
then Jeddah, 
Saudi Arabia

The umma, or world Islamic community, is 56 Muslim countries, plus Palestinian Territory, as close to a caliphate as we have 
today.  Largest voting block in UN.  Supports Cairo DHR, rejects UN UDHR.  Says free speech has limits, wants to criminalize 
insults, criticism, truth telling, making jokes or cartoons about Islam a form of hate speech.  

1972
AMSS - Ass. of 
Muslim Social 

Scientists **
Dr. Barzinji

Dr. Ismail Faruqi - first P 
(1972-1978, 1980-1982)
Dr. Sayyid Syeed

U.S.
Dr. Ismail Faruqi was a pioneer in the “Islamization of knowledge”

1972
WAMY

World Ass. of  
Muslim Youth

Dr. Barzinji, 
Dr. Totanji,
Dr. Abdul 
Dr. Abu-Sulayman

Dr. Totanji 
Dr. Barzinji 
Dr. Abdul Abu-Sulayman
Dr. Shaykh Taha al-Alwani 

Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia

Strong ties to the Saudi government. Saudi Minister of Islamic Affairs, Endowment, and Dawa is the President.  At the same time 
Dr. Barzinji and Dr. Totanji were officers here they worked for Youssef Nada, serving on the boards of his companies. 

1973

NAIT
**

North 
American 

Islamic Trust

ucc HLF trial

Dr. Barzinji, 

Dr. Totanji,

Dr. Hisham Altalib

Mohammed M. 
Shamma

Ahmad Sakr 

Dr. Badawi - Board 1991-93
Dr. Ahmed Elkadi - P
Dr. Aboul-Hakin - Trustee
Dr. Hisham Altalib
Dr. Barzinji - Gen. Manager
Dr. Bassam Osman - C
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui
Muhammad Taqi Usmani
Imam Siraj Wahhaj 
Shayk Abdallah Idris Ali 
Dr. Mohammed Kaiseruddin
Dr. Ingrid Mattson

shares HQ in 
IN., U.S. 

with MSA 
and NAIT

Founded by MSA. Non-profit, tax exempt, Islamic trust to “serve the best interest of Islam and the MSA of the United States and 
Canada.” NAIT received large sums of money—especially from Saudi Arabia—allowing it to form a variety of Muslim 
professional associations and holds the titles/deeds to 50 - 80% of the mosques in America today, controlling who speaks and 
what kind of literature is made available.

NAIT played an important role in the transition of the U.S. Brotherhood from a student-based organization to one based in the 
larger U.S. society. NAIT was, in essence, the investment vehicle for the MB. 

Dr. Mohammed Kaiseruddin, PhD., is Chairman Dow Jones Islamic Index Fund, now Iman Fund.

1973

ICCBE
Islamic 

Cultural 
Centers and 

Bodies in 
Europe

1st Europe-wide 
meeting of Muslim 

leaders

Ghaleb Himmat,
Professor Khurshid Ahmad,
Saudi Chairman London

Professor Khurshid Ahmad is a Pakistani Senator and VP Jamaat-i-Islami (Maududi’s party).

Probably first Europe-wide meeting of Muslim leaders sympathetic to the goals of political Islam, designed to establish a network 
for like-minded groups. The 1970s were a fertile period for the Muslim Brotherhood and other Islamist groups. They were able to 
reorganize after years of banishment and imprisonment, and the West—with its freedoms and strong financial and legal systems
—was an ideal place to put the movement back together. 
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1 Magenta are known MB members with 30+ year relationships with other magenta that traces back to al-Banna thru his son in law Said Ramadan in Munich. Green is HAMAS linked, some obviously could be both, since Hamas 
Charter says “one of the wings of the Muslim Brothers in Palestine”. Brown are other noteworthy people. Compiled mostly from references listed on the U.S. MB Bibliography also linked to on the Muslim Brotherhood page.
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1974 Cultural 
Society, Inc.

Dr. Elkadi
M. Shamma
M. Jaghlit

Dr. Elkadi - P
Mohammed Shamma - VP
Mohammed Jaghlit 

MO, U.S., 
then Indiana 

1976 

This is the 1st formal registration of the Cultural Society of 1962, or MB in U.S.  

1976
Nada 

International 
etc

Youssef Nada

Ghaleb Himmat 
Dr. Barzinji - P
Dr. Hisham Altalib - VP
Mohammed Shamma

Leichtenstein

This company appears to have been the center of Nada’s Saudi business operations. Nada said Dr. Barzinji was “managing our 
company in Riyadh” along with Dr. Hisham Altalib. They, and Mohammad Shamma were board members from 78-83.  

1977 The Lugano 
Conference

Ghaleb Himmat
 
Youssef Nada, 

Mahmoud Abu-
Saud, hosted 
meeting

Attended

Dr. Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi
Dr. Barzinji, 
Dr. Totanji,
Dr. Ismail Faruqi 
Dr. Rashdan
Dr. Abdul AbuSulayman
Shaykh Taha al-Alwani
Professor Khurshid Ahmad
Jamaluddin Atia (Gamal Attia) 

Lugano 
Switzerland

A key goal was to set up a structure to guide the growth of political Islam in Europe and the United States. Its most important 
creation was the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT) in 1980. 
Also in 1977, Dr. Barzinji said he had plans to construct a mosque. It would be funded, he said, by the NAIT, a fund headed by Dr. 
Altalib that used Saudi money to buy land and build mosques in North America that would promote Brotherhood-style Islam. 
The 42-acre site in Indianapolis soon had a mosque, classrooms, residences, a gymnasium and 80,000-volume library. By the 1980s 
it was the headquarters of NAIT, MSA, and ISNA .  The Washington Post reported the complex was funded by $21 million raised 
from Brotherhood figures Shaykh Qaradawi and Nada, as well as the emir of Qatar. Dr. Barzinji and Dr. Altalib were also working 
for Nada’s company in Saudi Arabia during the entire time the headquarters facility was being planned, funded, and completed.
Nada even lived in Indianapolis for a  short while, where Dr. Barzinji, Dr. Totanji and others were in the process of turning their 
student group into a  national movement (MSA) - duplicating the process that Nada and Himmat had pioneered in Germany. In a 
direct parallel to Nada and Himmat experience in Munich, Nada helped arrange financing for the new national group’s 
headquarters in Indianapolis. The Brotherhood’s U.S. operation can thus be viewed as a clone of its European effort—with even 
the same people (Nada, Himmat and their protégés) setting up the American structures. This process began soon after  the Lugano 
meeting, when Dr. Barzinji held a meeting in Plainfield, Indiana, where a task force was set up that recommended establishing a 
“broader umbrella organization” to be known as ISNA. 

1980
-81

U.S. MB Shura 
Council

Not known for certain exactly 
who. U.S.

In an FBI confiscated recording of a speech given by MB leader Zaid al-Naman in the early 80’s, he said: “The elections of ’79 
came along and the Shura Council came in ’80  and ’81 and the road in front of it was paved... pushing the Movement’s forward. 
For the first time then, we had a General Masul ... and also the Shura Council started to play its true role which is planning and 
monitoring the executive leadership... Its meetings were held consistently on monthly basis.”  

1981

IIIT
**

International 
Institute of 

Islamic 
Thought

ucc HLF trial

Dr. Barzinji,
Dr. Totanji,
Dr. Altalib,
Shaykh Taha al-
Alwani, 
Dr. S. Syeed, 
Dr. Abu Sulayman,
Anwar Ibrahim,
Dr. Faruqi

Dr. Sayyid Syeed - D
Abdurahman Alamoudi 
Shaykh Taha al-Alwani - F, P
Dr. AbuSulayman - P
Dr. Ismail Faruqi -  D
Dr. Barzinji - VP
Dr. Totanji 
Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi 
Anwar Ibrahim 
Dr. Hisham Altalib - VP
Dr. Mohamed Nimer
Dr. Iqbal Unus

PA, then VA

A Saudi run think tank dedicated to the “Islamization of knowledge”, which Dr. Faruqi was a pioneer in.  For example calling 
Spain “Al-Andalus”.  

Shaykh Taha al-Alwani authored & signed certification of the content and translation Reliance of the Traveller for FCNA and IIIT.

1981

ISNA
**

Islamic Society 
of North 
America

ucc HLF

Dr. Barzinji, Dr. 
Totanji, 
Dr. S. Syeed, 
Abdurahman 
Alamoudi, 
Prof. Sami al-Arian 
Dr. Rashdan
Dr. Altalib
Dr. Muzammil 
Siddiqui
Dr. Iqbal Unus
Dr. Mahboob Khan
Malika Khan 

Dr. Sayyid Syeed 
Dr. Barzinji
Dr. Hisham Altalib - D
Dr. Badawi - Board since 88
Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi - Co-F
Abdurahman Alamoudi - Co-F
Hamed al-Ghazali
Bassam Khafagi
Dr. Esam Omeish
Imam Siraj Wahhaj - VP
Shayk Abdallah Idris Ali - P
Dr. Iqbal Unus
Dr. Ingrid Mattson
Muhammad Nuy Abdullah - P

shares HQ in 
IN., U.S. 

with MSA 
and NAIT

Key umbrella organization, through its affiliate, NAIT - ISNA reportedly holds the mortgages on 50 to 80 percent of all mosques 
in the U.S. and Canada. Sheik Qaradawi and Dr. Badawi are co-founders of ISNA HQ in Boston.

According to Sufi Sheikh Muhammad Hisham Kabbani’s testimony before a State Department Open Forum on January 7, 1999, 
extremists have taken over “more than 80 percent of the mosques in the United States...”  Kabbani based his statement on his 
personal investigation of 114 American mosques. He said “Ninety of them were mostly exposed, and I say exposed, to extreme or 
radical ideology, based on their speeches, books and board members.” This is largely due to the efforts of ISNA.

ISNA's  annual conventions draw more people -- usually over 30,000 -- than any other Muslim gathering in the Western 
Hemisphere. 

Dr. Mahboob Khan & Malika Khan are Suhail Khan’s parents. See him in MB Bios page.

1981

FCNA
**

Fiqh Council 
of North 
America

Shaykh Taha al-
Alwani

Dr. Badawi - Exec Council 2011
Shaykh Taha al-Alwani - F, P, C
Dr. Barzinji 
Sheik Muhammad al-Hanooti 
Abdurahman Alamoudi  
Dr. Aboul-Hakin
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui - C
Zulfiqar Ali Shah - Executive D
Muhammad Nuy Abdullah - C

VA, U.S.

“...this Committee evolved into the Fiqh Committee of ISNA after the founding of ISNA in 1981... was transformed into the Fiqh 
Council  of North America in 1986... The Council continues to be an affiliate of ISNA, advising and educating its members and 
officials on matters related to the application of Shariah in their individual and collective lives in the North American 
environment.” (FCNA website) Incorporated into a non-profit Virginia corporation on June 15, 1994

Shaykh Taha al-Alwani authored and signed the certification appearing inside Reliance of the Traveller of it’s content and English 
translation for FCNA and IIIT in 1990.

1981

IAP
**

Islamic 
Association for  

Palestine

Khalid Mishal 
Dr. Marzook
Sami Al-Arian
Ghassan Elashi

Omar Ahmad -P
Nihad Awad
Rafiq Jabir - P 
Ghassan Dahduli 
Muhammad al-Hanooti P 84-86
Dr. Mohammed Kaiseruddin 
Ismail Elbarasse

Chicago

After 1987 became HAMAS’s leading representative in North America, first org to publish the HAMAS charter in English, was 
shut down in 2005.  In 2002 a federal judge found that "the IAP has acted in support of HAMAS." 

Ismail Elbarasse - MB archives were found in a sub basement of his basement during the landmark 2004 Virginia raid.

1981 MB President Sadat assassinated,
new President Mubarak Egypt The MB assassinated President Anwar Sadat, called for in a fatwa issued by blind Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman (later of World 

Trade Center–bombing fame) after Sadat made peace with Israel.  Mubarak becomes President until 2011.

1982

ICG

Islamic 
Community of 

Germany

Grew out of ICSG & 
the original Munich 

mosque (ICM)

Ghaleb Himmat 
Youssef Nada 
Mohammad Akef - Chief Imam 
Dr. Hisham Altalib
Issam al-Attar - Gov’ing Counc.

Munich

Himmat was head of Munich mosque from 1973-2002, ran it mostly from Campione d’Italia. Akef is a key figure imprisoned from 
1954 after the initial crackdown until 1974, then again from 1996 to 1999. One of Akef’s goals was to reconstruct the Brotherhood’s 
shattered organizational apparatus by establishing a carefully wrought international network of orgs. that would be impervious 
to any single tyrant like Nasser. That took him to Himmat and Nada in Munich, where he became Chief Imam 84-87, international 
General Leader of MB 2004-2010. During the 80’s Ambassadors from Muslim countries regularly paid visits to ICG in Munich.  
Issam al-Attar - head of MB Syrian branch knew Himmat in 1960s.

1983

MB

“The Project” 
approved

Said Ramadan?
Dr. Qaradawi?

Actual name of plan was the 
Islamic Global Project for Palestine

Amman, 
Jordan

The Project was seized in the raid of a luxurious villa in Campione, Switzerland in November 2001. The target of the raid was 
Youssef Nada, director of the Al-Taqwa Bank of Lugano, who has had active association with the Muslim Brotherhood for more 
than 50 years and admitted to being one of the organization’s international leaders. The Swiss raided his house at the request of 
the White House in the crackdown on terrorist finances in the immediate aftermath of 9/11. US and Swiss investigators had been 
looking at Al-Taqwa’s role in money laundering and funding a wide range of Islamic terrorist groups, including Al-Qaeda and 
HAMAS. Included in the seizure was a 14-page 100 year plan written in Arabic, dated 1982, which outlines a strategy to “establish 
an Islamic government on earth” – identified as The Project. It is already 30 years old in 2012. According to testimony given to 
Swiss authorities by Nada, the unsigned document was prepared by “Islamic researchers” associated with the Muslim 
Brotherhood. It’s a  flexible, multi-phased, long-term approach to the “cultural invasion” of the West using various tactics, ranging 
from immigration, deception, political legitimacy, and terrorism. As can be seen throughout Europe and America – the plan has 
been overwhelmingly successful. It outlined an ideology that would not only result in the formation of HAMAS, but would 
influence and support virtually every Islamic terrorist organization in the world.  The Project’s ideological importance represents 
the shift in methodology to a more revolutionary approach and the embrace of Sayyid Qutb’s vanguardist vision by the 
organization globally. (P. Poole 2) Some believe the Project was written by Said Ramadan. (Morgan 2) Others think Qaradawi was 
an author. More on my Muslim Brotherhood page.

1983

SAAR 
Foundation

acronym for 
founding 

Saudi Sheik

Sheik Sulaiman 
Abdul Aziz Rajihi 
(BWPI)
Incorporators
Dr. Hisham Altalib, 
Dr. Barzinji 

Dr. Yaqub Mirza - P
1st Board of Directors
Dr. Hisham Altalib 
Dr. Barzinji 
Dr. Totanji
Dr. Ismail Faruqi
Dr. AbuSulayman
Abdurahman Alamoudi - 
executive assistant to the P
Mohammed Jaghlit

VA, U.S.

A non-profit corp. The initial Board of Directors included members of Saudi al-Rajhis family. Washington Post: “In 1984, Dr. 
Mirza... described as a “financial genius”, used money from the al-Rajhis to start SAAR. By investing with Washington real estate 
developer Mohamed Hadid, he made SAAR one of the region’s biggest landlords in the 1980s. SAAR also became one of S. 
America’s biggest apple growers and the owner of one of America’s top poultry firms, Mar-Jac Poultry in Georgia.” Dr. Altalib 
and Dr. Barzinji were partners in many U.S. corporations established by Dr. Mirza, and all three lived close to each other  in homes 
built by a SAAR-affiliated company.  SAAR dissolved in December 2000 following law enforcement interest in the organization. 
But in 2002 feds raided 14 Entities of the SAAR Network in over 100 homes, charities, orgs, businesses in Herndon, VA. The York 
Foundation and SAFA Trust—both components of SAAR—appear to continue their  operations. (Merley) Investigators found 
much of SAAR’s money seemed to disappear into offshore accounts. One US official involved in the probe will say of SAAR, 
“Looking at their finances is like looking into a black hole.” (s)

1986

MPAC 

Muslim Public 
Affairs 
Council

 Maher Hathout

Salam al-Marayati

Edina Lekovic - 
Communications Director & 
habitual liar

Salam al-Marayati - President

U.S.

MPAC website: “an American institution which informs and shapes public opinion and policy by serving as a trusted resource to 
decision makers in government, media and policy institutions.”  MPAC continues to gain credibility as a  CAIR becomes more 
widely known as the HAMAS entity it is.  An example in 2011, the Obama administration has been pulling back all training 
materials used for the law enforcement and national security communities, in order to eliminate all references to Islam that some 
Muslim groups have claimed are offensive after complaints from CAIR and others identified as MB front groups in the 2004 HLF 
terror fundraising trial. In a LA Times op-ed, MPAC president Salam al-Marayati  threatened the FBI with a  total cutoff of 
cooperation between American Muslims and law enforcement if the agency failed to revise its law enforcement training materials. 
He demanded the Justice Department and the FBI "issue a clear and unequivocal apology to the Muslim American community" 
and "establish a thorough and transparent vetting process in selecting its trainers and materials." Muslim convert Stephen 
Schwartz says MPAC’s Senior Advisor and one of it’s founders, Maher Hathout is “an aggressive supporter of Wahhabism.” This 
IPT report concludes “MPAC has followed a consistent pattern of defending designated terrorist organizations and their 
supporters, opposing U.S. counterterrorism efforts and spouting anti-Semitic rhetoric.”. Another IPT report Broadcasting Hate: 
MPAC’s Media WIng.
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Born Org Founders Past & Present Officers, Board 
Members

Where Notes

1987

U.S. MB

“An 
Explanatory 

Memo” 
approved by 
Shura council

Mohammed Akram 
Adlouni
(author)

Dr. Elkadi - SC
Omar Soubani - SC
Dr. Marzook - SC
Mohammed Jaghlit - SC
Mohammed Akram Adlouni SC
Ziad Abu-Ghanimeh - SC
Sheik Muhammad Hanooti CH
Dr. Badawi - CH
Dr. Bassam Othman - CH
Abdurahman Alamoudi - CH

U.S.

An Explanatory Memorandum: On the General  Strategic Goals  for the Group in North America, by Mohamed Akram approved by Shura 
Council 87:  
“The process of settlement is a “Civilization-Jihadist Process” with all the word means. The Ikhwan must understand that their 
work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the Western civilization from within and “sabotaging” its 
miserable house by their  hands and the hands of the believers so that it is eliminated and God’s religion is made victorious over 
all other religions. Without this level of understanding, we are not up to this challenge and have not prepared ourselves for Jihad 
yet. It is a Muslim’s destiny to perform Jihad and work wherever he is and wherever he lands until the final hour comes...”
On the last page he lists “organizations of  our friends,...  Imagine if they all march according to one plan!!!” MSA, ISNA, NAIT, IIIT, 
ICNA, AMSS, UASR, IAP, OLF (listed as HLF), FCNA (listed as IFC) are among the 29 front groups he lists in 1987 CAIR was 
created later, but was demonstrated in trial to be HAMAS entity in the United States. (Guandolo) 
A confiscated spreadsheet from another internal U.S. MB document dated December 1988, lists the names of the U.S. MB ‘88 
Shura Council (SC), and Committee Heads (CH). 

1988

HAMAS
acronym for 

Islamic 
Resistance 
Movement

Sheikh Ahmed 
Ismail Yassin
Dr Abdel-Aziz al-
Rantissi

Dr. Marzook - Chairman
Khalid Mishal - Secretary Gen.
El-Mezain - Leader in U.S.
Ahmed Yousef
Ismail Elbarasse
Mufid Abdulqader

HAMAS identifies itself in its Charter as “one of the wings of the Muslim Brothers in Palestine. The Muslim Brotherhood 
Movement is a world organization, the largest Islamic Movement in the modern era. It is characterized by a profound 
understanding ... of Islam in all domains of life: views and beliefs, politics and economics, education and society, jurisprudence 
and rule, indoctrination and teaching... and all the other domains of life.”

1988 Al-Taqwa 
bank, etc

Said Ramadan

Youssef Nada 

Ghaleb Himmat 

Francois Genoud 

Ahmed Huber

(Vidino)

Youssef Nada - Director 

Ahmed Idris Nasreddin

Ahmed Huber

Ghaleb Himmat - Co Director

Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi - In 
1999 he was one of the largest 
shareholders. P. Poole

Sheik Sulaiman Abdul Aziz 
Rajihi 

Dr. Altalib (S)

Original 
bank:

Lugano, 
Switzerland

then others:

Nassau, 
Bahamas 

Lichenstein, 
Italy

Vienna, 
Austria

Italian intelligence called it the "Bank of the MB."  In the immediate aftermath of 9/11, Nada’s villa was searched, and among 
documents found were 14  pages of notes now known as “The Project”, written in 1982. Nada was immediately declared a terrorist 
by U.S., then the UN.  Subsequently, the Al-Taqwa bank, along with a constellation of related companies were also designated by 
the U.S. Treasury who stated "They (Nada and Nasreddin) have been involved in financing radical groups such as the Palestinian 
HAMAS, Algeria's Islamic Salvation Front and Armed Islamic Group, Tunisia's An-Nahda, and Usama bin Laden and his Al 
Qaida organization." In 2002 Nasreddin was also designated as terrorist by the G7 nations and by the UN and U.S., but his name 
was quietly removed in 2007. 
Francois Genoud - Nazi supporting Swiss banker, more on MB bios page.  Ahmed Huber, also a Nazi supporting Swiss, in 50‘s and 
60‘s supplied weapons to MB rebels in Algeria, converted to Islam in 62 at Geneva Islamic Center. The armed wing of the FLN 
had been fighting the French since 1954. The Arab Commercial Bank in Geneva was set up in 1958 by Genoud to channel funds to 
the MB Algerian rebels, and his experience was useful in establishing the MB's bank in 1988. Huber apparently gained most of his 
wealth from selling weaponry, and it is almost certain that the involvement of Genoud, Huber and Nada in the formation of a 
"Muslim Brotherhood bank" was to channel money and weaponry to jihadist factions around the globe – a practical 
implementation of the Project's  "Point of departure 9." U.S. Treasury reports maintain that the Al-Taqwa bank was never a bank in 
a true sense, but only a  shell, by which money could be shifted and dispensed under a quasi-legal cover. Nada and Himmat are 
officially designated terrorist financiers by U.S. In 2010, the bank was removed from a UN Security Council list of entities and 
individuals associated with Al Qaeda.

1988
HLF ** cc

Holy Land 
Foundation

Ghassan Elashi
El-Mezain

Shukri Abu Baker

Elashi - Ch of Board
El-Mezain - F Ch of the Bd
Shukri Abu Baker - Chief Exec
Dr. Marzook

Texas
U.S-based Islamic charity shut down by authorities in 2001 for funding the terrorist group HAMAS. The trial resulted in guilty 
verdicts on all  counts and lengthy prison terms for all five HLF executives. The convictions were upheld on appeal December 
2011.

1989

UASR **
United Assoc. 

for Studies 
and Research

Dr. Marzook

Nabil Sadoun 

Ahmed Yousef - D
Dr. Mohamed Nimer - D 
Nabil Sadoun 

Chicago

ucc HLF trial. Received “large infusions of cash from Dr. Marzook.  Shut down 2004 because of scrutiny from federal 
investigators. The UASR’s link with HAMAS was confirmed by captured HAMAS operative Mohammed Salah, who said political 
command of HAMAS in the United States was vested with the UASR and that the terrorist group’s American-based leader, 
Ahmed Yousef, was the UASR’s director. 

1989

FIOE

Federation of 
Islamic 

Organizations 
in Europe

ICG
Islamic Community 

of Germany

UIOF 

MAB

Huge umbrella group lists 28 
member orgs on it’s website, 

including ECFR (Shaykh 
Qaradawi).

HQ 
Northern 
England, 

then Brussels
(Merley/

NEFA)

“From the 1960s onward, the brotherhood began to spread methodically across Europe. The ICG in Germany came together with 
influential groups in France and Britain, and organized FIOE in classic Muslim Brotherhood fashion: as an umbrella group that 
would set up more bodies dedicated to the movement’s long-term goals.  In 1997 FIOE set up one of its most influential 
organizations, the ECFR (Shaykh Qaradawi). The current FIOE website lists 28 member organizations. These groups are part of a 
matrix of ideas and personalities that are the most dynamic and influential movement in Europe today. Indeed, these groups are 
really the only pan-European Muslim movement. Their leaders meet at conferences, serve on each other's boards and are united 
under FIOE, which which pushes the MB worldview. It is the only pan-European Muslim lobbying group. Its members testify 
before the European parliament and it has talks with the Vatican.” (Ian Johnson 2006)  In 2011 you could say the same for the U.S.

1990

AMC 
American 
Muslim 
Council

Abdurahman 
Alamoudi
Mahmoud Abu-Saud

Dr. Sayyid Syeed - Exec. Bd.
Sami Al-Arian
Imam Siraj Wahhaj
Shayk Abdallah Idris Ali

U.S. 

The AMC largely disappeared following the conviction of Alamoudi in 2004.  Many of the political functions of the AMC are 
being performed by the MAS and MPAC.

1992 MB

Omar Soubani
Muhammed Jaghlit
Al-Hanooti
Dr. Marzook
Mohammed Akram 
Adlouni

Dr. Elkadi
Dr. Bassam Othman
M. Akram Adlouni 
Dr. Badawi
Omar Soubani
Zaid al-Naman   
Hamed al-Ghazali
Ahmed Elhatab - of MYNA
Ismail Elbarasse 

U.S.

An FBI confiscated a 1992 MB phone book has the 15 Board of Directors, some listed to the left. The book was part of the 
confiscated MB archives introduced as evidence in the HLF trial. 

A 1993 MB phone book also lists the Palestine Committee as Soubani, Jaghlit, Al-Hanooti, Marzook, Akram Adlouni.

1993

MAS
Muslim 

American 
Society

Dr. Badawi, 
Dr. Elkadi, 
Omar Soubani, 
Mohammad Akef 

Dr. Elkadi - Director
Dr. Badawi 
Dr. Esam Omeish - P
Mahdi Bray 

Ill., now HQ 
in VA

Becoming an active member of MAS entails completing 5 years Muslim community service & studying the writings of key MB 
ideologues like al-Banna and Qutb. MAS leaders admitted it was founded by the MB. Formed alliances with left and far-left U.S. 
groups, notably International ANSWER (Merley), partnered with ICNA, their program across North America includes the call to 
“wage war” against and “hate and despise” un-Islamic governments.  (G)

1994

CAIR

Council On 
American 

Islamic 
Relations

ucc HLF trial

Omar Ahmad, 
Nihad Awad,
Rafiq Jabir

Dr. Sayyid Syeed - Exec. Bd.
Ghassan Elashi - F TX Ch.
Nihad Awad - Executive D.
Omar Ahmad - Ch. Board
Rafiq Jabir - D
Dr. Badawi 
Ibrahim Hooper
Randall Royer 
Dr. Marzook (s)
Dr Mohamed Nimer - D
Nabil Sadoun
Rabith Hadid
Laura Jaghlit
Muhammad al-Hanooti - D
Abdurahman Alamoudi - D
Bassam Khafagi - D
Imam Siraj Wahhaj
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqui 
Malika Khan 
Zahra Billoo - D SF Chapter
Dr. Parvez Ahmed

Wash. D.C.

During the HLF trial, FBI Dallas Agent Lara Burns testified that CAIR was a front for the terrorist group HAMAS. The trial 
resulted in guilty verdicts on all counts and lengthy prison terms for all five HLF executives. 
Ahmad: the need for “infiltrating the American media outlets, universities and research centers.”
Ahmad: "Islam isn't in America to be equal to any other faith, but to become dominant. The Koran should be the highest authority 
in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on Earth." (1998)
Ahmad: An FBI wiretap transcript quotes Ahmad agreeing with terrorist suspects gathered at the secret 1993 Philadelphia 
meeting to "camouflage" their true intentions. "This is like one who plays basketball: He makes a player believe that he is doing 
this, while he does something else," Ahmad said. "I agree with you. Like they say, politics is a completion of war." 
Ibrahim Hooper: “I wouldn’t want to create the impression that I wouldn’t like the government of the United States to be Islamic 
sometime in the future, but I’m not going to do anything violent to promote that. I’m going to do it through education.”
CAIR has paid membership of less than 2,000 - a drop of more than 80 percent since 9/11. Yet it continues to cast itself as the 
premiere voice of Muslim in America, and is often treated as such. Has grown into a large organization with a national budget of 
over $2 million. It describes itself as “the nation’s leading Muslim organization in the civil rights and advocacy arenas.” (Merley)
Bassam Khafagi was deported from USA, and ran for President of Egypt in 2012.
Federal prosecutors stated that CAIR was a participant in a criminal conspiracy on behalf of the jihad terror  group Hamas, which 
was ultimately proven to have received funding from the HLF. 
In February 2011 Zahra Billoo chapter’s website featured a poster for an event that said “Build a Wall of Resistance; Don’t Talk to 
the FBI.” The poster featured a sinister looking FBI agent lurking in front of people’s doors. CAIR removed the poster from its 
website one week after it was exposed by the Investigative Project on Terrorism. In a post on Twitter in June 2012, she wrote as a 
‘public service announcement’ that, “it’s never a good idea to speak to an FBI agent without an attorney. NEVER.”
March 2013: Hamas-linked CAIR Texas leader: "If we are practicing Muslims, we are above the law of the land". 

1997

ECFR - Euro 
Council for 
Fatwa and 
Research

Born from FIOE
Shaykh Yusuf Qaradawi - P  (s)
Muhammad Taqi Usmani
Dr. Badawi 

As of 2000 
near Dublin 

Ireland

1998 Islamic 
Institute

Khaled Saffuri - F, D
Suhail Khan
Grover Norquist - P

U.S. 
Khan & Norquist are key infiltrators of the Republican party and conservatives.

2003

AMJA

Assembly of 
Muslim Jurists 

of America

Dr. Zulfiqar Ali Shah
Dr. Hussein Hamad Hassan - C
Dr. Hatem al-Haj 

USA

Stated purpose is to "clarify the rulings of the sharia which are relevant for those who live in America". Widely accepted as a 
legitimate voice of authority by the mainstream American Muslim community, AMJA is staffed by more than 50 scholars and 
experts who hold influential positions in universities, Islamic centers, and mosques throughout the United States. Under AMJA's 
aegis, these individuals also play a role in training American imams. Has issued fatwas explicitly endorsing the killing of 
apostates, blasphemers, and adulterers, and condoning such practices as marital rape and female genital mutilation. Their 
membership list contains many highly-influential American imams and Muslim leaders, including Dr. Hatem al-Haj, MD, PhD, 
and author of this 2008 AMJA paper, which says all non-sharia legal systems—including America's—are the illegitimate, deeply 
flawed creations of infidels. A list of some of their prominent American members here. 

2011 Mubarak 
ousted

MB & Shaykh Qaradawi  returns 
to Egypt Egypt Arab Spring™  2011 Obama said Mubarak must go, new elections must include the MB. The Egyptian military ousts Mubarak, 

and allows Qaradawi’s return after 30 years, drawing 2 million in Tahrir Sq., then MB/Salifis win 80% of Egypt’s Parliament vote.

2012 Muslim 
Brotherhood

Sunni Islamic Revolution by 
Stealth Egypt Brotherhood candidate Mohammed Morsi is elected president in June 2012, then 2 months later complete their takeover of Egypt 

when Morsi forced out the military chiefs. See updates on Muslim Brotherhood  page.
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